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Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-112) guarantees that
no individual shall be excluded Trod, denied benefits of, or discriminated against
in any program sponsored by a recipient of federal funds. Special emphasis and

attention are given to physical education and athletics in rules and regulations
governing administration and implementation of $ection 504. All aspects of ,

physical education and athletics are covered--instructional, personnel preparation,
intramural, and interscholastic/intercollegiate sport prOgrams.

Through the initiative and under the crection:of Joseph P. Winnick (State
University College at Brockport, New York)-1:the Brockport Invitational Task Force
pet in'Brockporti New York, and developed materials that have resulted In this
Practical Pointer. This position paper includes interpretations obtained and made
by members of the Task Force. Althoughfsome.interpretations were obtained from ,
The Office- of Civil Rights, they are not and should not be considered of,ficial
policy statements or interpretations of heOffice of Civil Rights:

0

Contents of this Practical Pointer should be extremely valuable to teachers,
coaches, administrators, students, and athletes in being better informed of their
responsibilities and rights as related to physical education and athletics and

as delineated in tks historic civil rights legislation: For their lexpertise,

time, effort, and cOmitment which have resulted in this valuable professional
contribution; thanks and appreciation are extended, individually and collectively

to members of the Brockport Invitational Task Force.

The American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recitation and
Dance does not discriminate in any of its programs and activities on the
basis of race, religion, color, national origin, sex, or handicapping
conditions.

3
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Overview

det

Enactment of tine Rehabilitation Act of 1973--P,L.'93-112, Title'V., Section 504- -

is ha'ving a profound impact-on instructional,,personnel preparation and extra-

curricular activities involving individuals with handicapping,conditions: This

legislation mandates that individuals with handicapping conditions be included in

and receive benefits from all programs and services sponsored by agencies receiving

federal,funds'. Section 504 provides that...

otherwise qualified han4icapped individual...shall, solely by
reason'of his han icap, be excluded from participation in, be denied
the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program
or activity rece ving Federal financial assistance." (1)

Implementing Section 504 requires innovtive approaches in physical education
a

instructional programs, necessitates changes in procedures employed by personnel

who condukl intramural, extramural, and interscholastic/intercollegiate sport

programs and has implications for training personnel who conduct such programs.

This position paper is intended to assist personnel in 'conducting and

evaluating such programs so they'will bein compljance'with Section 504. (2)

.

)Organization of this Position ap

Section 504 seTves.to prevent discrimination gainst and exclusion of qualified

individuals with handicapping conditions-who wish to participate in'ind benefit

from services which are made available to persons, without handicapping conditions.

This position paper is organi?ed around two concepts which emanate from the law.:.

w...preventing denial of benefits, and

...eliminating exclusion from programs.
,

Specific details of 'these two concepts are applied to...

...physical education instructional programs,

...interscholastic/intercollegiate sport porgrams,

...intram0P,programs, and .

...personnel preparation,programs.

4

1 Federal Register, Vol. 42, No. 86, May 4% 1977, p 22676.

V

/
2 This position paper draws ftom rules and regulation& developed by the-Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare (Federal Register, Vol. 42, No.)86, ,May 0, 1977)-..

Other federal agencies are developing4theit,ot4n rules and regulations for implementing

Section 504 which continue to be published in the Federal Resister:
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Defining Handicapping,Conditior

1

Handica is defined in Section 504 Rules and Regulations (Section 84.3)
as follows--(

*
Handicapped person meads ani person who (1) has a physical or
mental impairment which substantially limits one or more major
10kife activities, (2) has a record of such an impairment, or (3)
is regarded as having such an impairment.

Physical or mental impairment means (1) physiological disotder or
condition, cosmetic disfigurement, or anatomical loss affecting
one,ot more of the following body systems: neurological;
muscHlOskeletal;-special sense organs; respiratory, including
speech organs; cardiovascular; reproductive; digestive; .genito-

urinary; hemic and lymphatic; 'Skin; and endocrine; or (2) any
mental or psychological disorder, such as, mental retardation,

organic brain syndrome, emotional or mental illness, and speCific
learning disabilities.

Major life activities means functions such as caring for one's
sett, performing manual tasks, walliing, seeing; hearing, speaking,
breathing, learning, and working. .

Has a record of such an impairmeaL means-has a history of, or has
been misclassified as having, a mental or physical impairment that
substantially limits one or more major life activities.

Is regarded as having an impairment means (1) has a physical or
mental impairmentthat does not substantially iLz1t major life
activities but that is treated by a recipient as constituting such
a limitation; (2) has a physical or mental impairmentethat
substantially limits major life activities only as 'a result of the
attitudes of others toward such impairment; or (3) has none of 'the
impairments defined above but is'treated by a recipient as having
such an impairment. 0(3)

Preventing Denial'of Program Benefits

' N- Qne intent of Section 504 is to insure that individuals with handicapping
conditions receive intended benefits of all educational programs, and. extracurricular
activities. At least two specific conditions are prerequisites to delivering'

3
The Attorney General of the United Spates has rendered the legal opinion that

//drug addicts and alcoholics are considered handicapped for programs gsverned by
504. All three portions of the definition of handicapped person apply to

and protect drug addicts and alcoholics from discrimina'tiOn in programs and
activities spons-ored,or conducted by recfpients.of federal fUnds. However, if
continued uae of drugs or alcohol affects an individual's ability to fulfill his her
responsibilities, protection of Section 504 does not apply.

,4
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services nhich ,guarahtee benefits in physical education instructional programs,

.15esonnelpreparation programs,'inteiscIrlastic/intercollegiatesp,ortprograms,.
and intramural program to individuals with handicapping conditions: ,Programs must
be as equally effective as those provided individuals without handicapping

c;pdilions, and must be conducted inthe mot normal settings feasible/most
integrated, settings possible. (4)

Equally Effecti.:(7e Benefits

Secptitn 504 rules and regulations indicate that to be equally effective,

-programs must afford ,indiW.duals.with handicapping conditions equal opportunities
:to-attain the same results, gain the same benefits, or_reach thesame levels of

achievement as peers Without handical:ipirig conditions. To be'equally effective,

Npiever, an aid, benefit, ar service need not produce equal results; each must
merely afford equal opportunities to achieve equal results,' This procesS is
intended to encompass the concept of equivalent as opposed to identical services.
It also ac4howleges that to meet specific needs of individuals with handicapping
conditions to 9-le same exten'6"c\corresponding needs of persons without handicapping
conditions are met, adjustments or accommodations to regular programs or provisions
for different programs may sometimes be necessary. Equal treatment and equal

opportunity,_ thus, are not synonymous. In, fact, equal treatment of individuals

with handicapping conditions can in and of itsellf be discriMinatory. Equality of

opportunities for individuals, with handicappin conditionsis the key consideration

in this process.
J

In reaching decisions regarding equally Effective programs, (5) Supreme Court
Chief Justice. Warren Burger wrote in respond to a unanimous Supreme Court--

"COngress:. has now provided that tests or criteria for employment,
may not provide equality of opportUnity merely in the sense of the .

fabled offer of milk to the stork /in a shallow saucer/ and the.fox
/in a long-necked pitcher /, On the contrary, ,CongAss has now required

that the posture and condition of job seekers be taken, into a4ount.
It has--to resort toesfable--required that the.vessel in wHich the
milk is preferret be one all seekers can use. (6)

1 .

\\

Equally effective services should provide accommodations as needed for
indivilmall,,with handicapping conditions to .attain maximum benefits from services,

and 'implies compensatory aids, services,'or adjustments in.regular programs. Such

4
4
Intetpvetation of Section 504'Rules and adgulations by 'their developers

indicate that althoug terminology is different, basic concepts included in most,

normal settings feasible/most integrated settings possible and least restrictive
environment (The'Education fOr All Handicapped Children Act--P.L. 94142).are identical.

- 0

5
Lloyd vs. Regional Transportation Authority 7548 F 2d 1277,1284 (7'cii: 1977j7,,

Lau vs. NiChol./2:14'U.S. 563.(1974)/, Briggs vs. Duke Power Co. /401 U.S. 424, 431,

(1971)/,.. .

.111

YBriags Vs. 'Duke Power Company /401; U.S: 424,431, (1971)7 invoking Aesop's

'Fable of The Stork and The Fox.
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' accommodations afford individuals with handicapping conditions equal oppo'rtunities
to achieve equal results. Handicapping conditions should be taken into account in
manners that maximize program benefits in physical education instructional,
`intramural, interscholastic/intercollegiate sport, and personnel.preParation

.

programs. involving individuals with handicapping conditions. In each of these
program categories, the concept of equally effective may differ. In. physical'

education\ instructional programs, individualizing instruction may be the instrument
for providing equally effective services; in intramural and interscholastic /
intercollegiate.sporf programs, the approath may be to 'accommodate expressed
interests and ability levels; in personnel preparation programs accommodations
may occur in the form of-aids, tutors, and /or Modifications of curricula.

Equally effective services also include compensatory considerations to redUCe

o

initial discrepancies inabilities When 'persons with and without handicapping
nditions are compare& at inceptions of programs. In this way more equitable

results are possible for individuals with -handicapping conditions., When compared
with programs for persons without handicapping conditions, equally effective
instruction in and/or implementation of intramural activities, interscholastic/
intercollegiate competitions, physical education instructional,'and personnel
preparation programs involving individuals with handicapping conditions gust give
special considerations too, but not be limited to, finances, transportation,
facilities, aids, and personnel training. CV

Physical EducationIn'structional Programs.. While a child without
a handicapping iondition may be able to cover a snit of motor skill
instruction in dko Weeks and have eighty-five percent mastery of
skills covered, the same schedule for a child with a neurological
disorder might leave that child unprepared for the..:neia sequential
'unit of instruction. If, however,' this child with a handicapping
condition is provided an extra week oft instruction with additional
assistance through peer tutoring in the first unit,this'adjustment
in managing instruction may provide this child with a neurological
disordergreater opportunities to achieve results obtained by a child
without a handicapping condition.'

l
Intramural Activities. A recipient of (federal funds offering basket- .

- ball, to the general student population must provide wheelchair basket7
"bal for students cqnfined to wheelchairs when a need exists: Only
prow opportunities for students with handicapping conditions to

(
participate.in intramural activities conducted for students without
handicapping conditions denies individuals with handicapping conditions
opportunities to derive' the same benefits, a. those gainethby persons
without handicapping conditions.

Interscholastic/Intercollegiate Sport 'Programs. . Coaching_staffs and.
c
athletic trainers should receive specialized education so they are-.
qualified to.mork with athletes possessing handicapping conditions.
This enhances equally'effective services in both regular and"special
interscholastic /intercollegiate sport programs involVing athletes with
handicapping conditions.

Facilities. Section 504 does not require creating and maintaining
separate facilities, but' rather, insuring modifications and adaptations
to existing facilities so that individuals with.handicapping,conditions
have equally effective opgortunitieg. and benefits as able-bodied participants.
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For individuals with handicapping conditions, a swimming area may

need improved access to shower and locker rooms, enlarged shallow:

water areas for training, adjusted schedules 'to increase access

times for practice, And appropriate ways for individuals to get_

into and out of the water.

Professional Preparation--

--If an applicant for teacher preparation in physical education

scores Norly on a scholastic aptitude, test because of dyslexip,

this applicant should be given opportunities to demonStraee

'intellectual abilities through modified procedures minimally affected'

by this learning(disability. ,The fundamental consideration in

admitting an applicant into the program should be potential for
benefiting from the professional training program and for becoming

an effective physical education teacher. Once admitted into the

professional preparation program, assessment of progress should be

modified so as to evaluate teaching skills and abilities, not effects

'of the dyslexic condition. Upon graduation and employment as a physical

education teacher, the individual should be judged on efeectiveness in

producing desirable changes in students. Accommodations should be made

in responsibilities so as-to avoids duties involving tabulations and

other assignments that put the individual at a disadvantage because

'of the learning disability. Olt (

--The quality of educational services provided students with.handicapping

conditions must equal that of services provided students without

handicapping conditions; teachers of Students with handicapping, conditions

must be competent or provide instruction to individuals with handicapping

catsAitions.

--A college/university must ensure that discrimination o the basis of '4

handicapping conditions does not occur-in connection with teaching

' -assignments of student teachers in elementary or secondary schools

not operated by the college/university. Under as a whole wording, a

college /university could continue to use elementary'or secondary school

systems that discriminate if, and only if, the studefit teaching program,,

when viewed in its entirety, offers student teachers with handicapping

conditions,the same range and quality of choices in student teaching

assignments afforded students without handicapping conditions. (8)

--Modif ications of accotmodations in teacher preparation programs may
include---changes in, engths,-,of time permitted for completing degree re-

.
quirements, substitutions of spec"fic courses required for completing degree

requirements, and adapting ways in hich specific courses are conducted. (9)

7I,Q_Davi,s>vs Southeastern Community College Oe Supreme Court ruled that educational

institutions do not need to "have or to effect substantial modifications of standards

to accothmo ate the handicapped" and may impose "legitimate qualifications for some

types of rograms." Generally interpretations ,ok this decision indicate that

funds ntal approaches of 'Section 504 have been little affected by the Supreme Court;

if an thing,otherWise qualified has, been clarified.

8
Tederal liegister. Vol. i2, No. 86, May 4, 1977, p. 22692.

9Ibid. p. 22684

0



8
--Academic reqUirements a retipient-of federA funds can demonstrate

essential to'the proiram'of ingtruction being-pursued by a
given student or to any directly related licensing requirements
are not regarded as dis'criminatory; (10).

Most Normal/Integrated Settings

To enhance attaining optimal program benefits, Section 504 clearly, intends
that agencies responsible for providing services to participants with handi
capping conditions offer such services in most normal/integrated settings possible.
A program is not equally effective if itresults in indiyiduals'with handicapping
.conditions being indiscriminantly isolated or segregated. Some restrictions to
avoid in conducting programs involving participants with handicapping conditions
include...

...separating individuals with handicapping conditions categorically
from individuals without such conditions; .

...removing individuals with handicapping conditions inappropriately
from the community or immediate environment; and

...placing individuals with handicapping conditions indiscriminately
into special and/or segregated programs and activities.

Although special services may be required in some instances, providing separate
or different services unnecessarily and/or 'categorically is discriminatory.
Congressional testimony about Section 504 raised questions as to why persortel
delivering services should not explain reasons that individuals with handicapping
conditions cannot participate with individuals without handicapping conditions
in instructional, personnel preparation, interscholastic/intercollegiate sport,
and intramural programs.

Every individual with a handicapping condition is qnfitled to participate'in
programs and activities based on application of the Constitutional principle of
least restrictive alternative requiring...

,...continuum of appropriate alternative plaCements;

...justificafion by a recipient agency as to why individuals with
handicapping qpnditi!ons must be moved to more restrictive and
less integrated settings;

...movement of participants in the direction df less restrictive and
more integrated;, settings;

%

101bid.
p. 22684.
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..placements based on individual abilities, disabilities, and personal
needs-=hot categorical generalizations or labeling processes--at any

-step on the .continuurrif

...indivldupls with and without handicapping conditions to participate

together to maximum degrees possible;

. ,.consideration of the proximity of alternate settings to a participant's

home; and mIr

...prohibition of ,,different or separate services to individuals with
handicapping conditions from services provided persons without handicapping

conditions, less such actions are necessary to provide qualified

individual possessing handicapping conditions with ,effective

as those provided persons without handicapppg conditions.

Total Integration

To maximum degrees possible, Indivj.duals with and without handicapping
conditions are to participate together in interscholastic /intercollegiate and
.intramural sports,. and in instructional and personnel preparation programs in

physical education..

Single leg below-knee amputees with prosthetic devices can nd t.

legally should be provided opportunities to play on inte choiastic

football teams. Recent rulings of the National Federation of State
High School Associations permit use 'of below-knee prosthetic devices
in football if they create no more dange'rs or safety hazards than an
individual's natural,limb. (11)

Interscholastic wrest,ling rules require use of the finger touch method

in the neutral position with initial contact being made from the front
in matches involving a sight Ilpndicapped wrestler. Contact must be

maintained until a break for a takedown is made; initial movement on

the break must be forward.

No restrictions exist in wrestling concerning use pf artificial limbs
-dn upper or or lower parts of the body. Any artificial limb approved

through a state high-school athletics/activities association office
can be used in a wrestling contest. If ascontestantwears an artificial,
limb, he must weight in with the limb which may have some effect on his

total body weight.

Interscholastic track and field and cross country rules pemit a
visually impaired athlete to make physical contact with a teammate for
the purpose of giving direction only, provided they do not impede or

- interfere with any other competitor.
.

11Opinions rendered by personnel from the Office of Civil Rights indicate
that exclusions of above knee, hand, and arm prosthetic ae'Vices from this 1978

intemcbolastic football rule change are discriminatory.

r



Continuum of Alternative Placements

A recipient shall establish a continuum of alternative placements so that
individuals with and without handicapping conditichis can be integrated in all
activities to maximum degrees possible. In addition to totally.integrated
instruction in regular classes, instruction in special classes and special school's,
home instruction, and instruction in hospita1s and'1ni atitutions, the required
continuum of alternative placements must include provisions for supplementary
services such as resource rooms and/or itinerant instruction in conjunction with
regular class placements.41For some 'individuals, an, ideal situation can be a
ingination which includes participationiin some activities in totally integrated

Settings; and participatiow in other activities in totally segregated settings.

In physical education it is possible to use dual, combined, 'or
flexible scheduling pats ns in which a student participates-lh
an integrated block program for some activities and in a segregated
class for other activities. Placement ofan7individual is determined
on the basis of his/her potential to have safe,.successful, and
personally satisfying ekperiences. ,

Wheelchair intram4cal or recreational activities may include persons
with and withOt handicapping conditions participating together. For

example, an/611 comers whedlchair tennis tournament in which players
with and without handicapping conditions compete'in wheelchairs is
sponsored by the Los Angeles (California) Parks and Recreation Department.
In this example, an activity which has been designed for indiiTiduals with
handicapping conditiots is organized so that persons without handicapping
conditions can participate with those possessing handicapping conditions.

Separate Programs or Activities

A recipient of fedeial fUn s may offer students with handicapping Conditions :
programs and activities that ar s*parate or different only if (1) the recipient

operates programs and activitie in the most normal and appropriate settings, (2)
qualgied students with handica ping conditions are not denied opportunities to
particpate in programs and act vities that are not separate or different, (3)
qualified students with handica ping conditons are able to participate'in one,or

, more regular programa and activ ties, and (4) students with handicapping conditions
are appropriately assigned full time in special facilities.

Olympic tipe competi ions available for target groups of
indiyiduals with spe§ial needs include Special Olympics (mentally

Itraftre(71)1,hIsnte=i=b1G:cline!t:icth:iDerind2:eit3:rtde:d22v(ils :12177di

(deaf and hard of hearing), International Spastic Games (cerebral
palsied), International Gaines 'far Visuall Im aired (blind and
partially sighted).

s
National, regional, state, and local'progr
conducted for individuals with specific h
include but are not limited to bowling, g
beep-ball for blind and /or partially sight
field, basketball, swimming, slalom, and
wheelchairs;track and field, soccer,'cy
lwith cerebral palsy; 'a full r. :e of in
individuals possessing all types an

ms and 'activities are also

di -capping conditions. These
lf, skiing, goalballi and
d participants; track and

archery for individ als in

il
ing, and volleybal for persons

ividual and team act vities for
egress of mental retardation.

1



Key considerations in this proce
.to participate irk integrated activiti
activities are based on interests, wi
administrative expedibnce or categor
ipterest in and toe of separate progr
important considerations in this deci

s are that individuals have opportunities,
s, and decisions for segregated or special
hes,.and needs of participants, not
al generalizations. Motivations for
ms or activities ire diverse and also
ion-making process.

Progr m Accessibility.

A recipient of federal funds sha
the program or activity Uhen viewed i
individuals with handicapping.conditi
conditions may be declared ineligible
solelyon thq basis of a handicappin
exclusion of -individuals with handica
programs because of architectdral or

Facilities

A reci pientof federal funds is required to make facilities when taken As a

whole accessible to individuals with handicapping conditions. As necessary,

existing facilities,must_undergo str ctural changes and all new facilities

must be constructed to assure access ility and usability.
.-

When new gymnasia,,swimmin poolS, playgrounds, nature trails,

stadia, or other indoor andbli outdoor facilities designed foi

use in physical education pstructional, intramural, and, interscholastic /

4, intercollegiate sport, and pr personnel areparation'programs are planned -

. and built, each must meet tandards and criteria found in the American
National Standards Speciii ations for Making Buildings Accessible to 'and

I,

1 operate each program or activiy-so.tha
its entirety is readily accessible to

ns. No qualified persons with handicapping
fot participation in programs and activities
condition. Rules and regulations prohibit
ping conditions from federally assisted
ther environmental barriers. (12) .

Usable by the Physically H ndicapped published by the American National
Standards' Institute, in41u ing...- 1

...barrienfree access for individuals in wheelc,irs,
braces, on crutches, or

..;.visual 'emergency system

hearin impairments;

with other mobility .problems;

and markings for individuals with

r ...auditory signals and sy tsms fs,r individuals with visual

impairments; and

...equipment and devices w ich can be used by inlividuals regardless

of type or severity of andiCapping conditions.

A program is in clear non- ompliance if all' gymnasia are located on
upper levels thus eliminat ng persons in wheelchairs or with other

mobility problems from usi 'g them.-

12
Ibid. p. 22681.

a
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If all outdoor physical ed)icacion teaching stations are

inaccessible to persons in wheelchairs and to. individuals
with other mobility orssensorr,prOblels, this aspect of the
school program is in non compliance with Section 504.

Numbers
i!e

A recipient of federal funds may:not apply limitations upon numbers or
proportions of individuals with handicapping condition's who may be admitted to
programs and 'activities. ,

Identifying,, or limiting petcentages of students' with

handicapping conditions who may be enrolled in personnel
preparation programs would be ih Clear violation of the
law. However, handicapping conditions may be cNidered
in attaining affirmative action goals.

i

VID

Testing

A recipient may not Use any test or,griterion-for admission to programs and
activities that have disproportionate and/or adverse effects on individuals with
handicapping conditions or on any ,class ofRersons with handicapping gonditions,
unless the test or criterion, as used V-the recipient, has been validated as a

.". predictor of success in educational programs or activities'in question. If qn

individual with a handicapping condition is exc=luded from a service, this
individua cannot benefit from that service. Individuals witch handicapping

conditions` must be able to gain entry or eligibility to services, and must be
provided equally effective services and equal opportunities to benefit ftom such

services. Criteria for entry into intramural and interscholastic/intercollegiate
sport, instructional, and personnel preparation programs must not disc-iminate

against individuals with handicapping conditions. Entrance tests or course
examinations must reflect student achievements or attainment of specific educational
objectives that tests purport to measure rather than impairments of students.,

Requiring a learning disabled student to diagram plays on
paper when gross inversion, reversal, or transposition problems
exist would be discriminatory if the same student has ability to
answer verbally on'tests.

Preventing blind persons. from entering physical education
personnel preparation programs because of admission tests which
depend on sight for successful performances would be illegal
unless results of admission tests have been validated as
predictors of success in teaching physical education.

Requiting prerequisite physical and m otor skills *based on the
rationale tifat they are essential for competent teaching could exclude
otherwise qualified individuals, from some personnel preparation
programs.. A direct relationship must bedeterminea between akquiting .

these motor skills and teaching competencies. An institution would
have to present well documented skill competencies with valid
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performance measures indicating all other persons in the'prclragithave

mastered the competencies. If an individual with handiCapping

condition can perform at levels above others who live been admitted

to the program is rejected, this would be discriminatory. 'Attie data

to date indicate,casual relationships between skill performances and

,.teaching effectiveness. Thus, non-discriminatory practices would be

difficult to prove. Disqualificatibn due to lack of motor skills
baded on unsubstantiated assumptions that these skills are essential

prerequisite's would be discriminatory. '

Excluding an indivi'aual with a handicapping condition from intramural
or interscholastic/intercollegiate sport competitons because of failure

to pass prerequisite examinations in academic subjects, rules and

strategies of games, and physical and motor tests not related to a-
particular sport may unduly deprive such individuals from` participation.
For example, a mildly mentally retarded student may be required to
achieve passing grades in academic subjects or gain units before
participating in athletic competition.. Exclusion from participation

for such reasons would be discriminatory if the handicapping condition
was reflected in academic failure. Exclusion fr,pm participatio due

to failure to pass prerequisite cognitive, physical, and motor tests
based on unwarranted assumptions that mastery of the tests is pre-
requisite to participation in the sport is discriminatory. Since'

performance canbe measured in actual playing situations, predictive
tests run the risk of being discriminatory.

Auxiliary Aids and Services

A 'recipient of federal.funds shall take such steps as necessary.to ensure

that no student with a handicapping condition is denied benefits of,"excluded from

participation in, or otherwise subjected to discrimination under any prOgram or

activity operated by that recipient because of absence of auxiliary aids for /-
students, with-impaired sensory, manual, or speaking skills.

In operating teacher education programs, colleges/universities
must reasonably accommodate students with handicapping conditions

A by providing` auxiliary aids.. Auxiliary aids may include taped
tests, interpreters or other effective methods of making orally

delivered maletials available to students with hearini'impairments;
rc"). readers in libraries for students with visual impairments; classroom

equipment-,4dapted for use by students with manual impaitments; and

other similar'services and actions. Recipieents need not provide
atiendants,'incaVidually prescribed devices, readers for personal

use or study, or other devices or services of a personal nature. (13)

For many individuals with handicapping conditions, accommodations With
adaptive devices are all that is needed toinsure.safd, successful, and
satisfying participation. Examples of such devices include special ,

handle bowling bats for indivuals with cerebral palsy, arthritis,

missin' fingers, poor coordination, lop levels of hand and arm strength;

13
Ibid,p. 22684.

14
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bowling ramps for persons with cerebral palsy, paraplegia,
quadriplegia, and mutliple conditions; auditory sighting devices
so visually impaired persons can participate in archery; swivel
seats on carts for paraplegic golfers; outriggers for paraplegic
and post polio skiers; paulks for doable leg amputee skiers; and
countless other homemade, improvised, and easily devised items
according to individual interests( needs, abilities, and' disabilities of
participants.

Rules, -
%

qt ,.

.
,

Committees responsible for making and changing rules for specific sports
..must be sure that such rules do not discriminate against or exclude individuals
from opportunities to participate solely because of handicapping conditions, and
that Changes and adjustments do not give individuals with handicapping conditions'
unfair-advantages.

41

Point starting guns down rather than up--so deAf athletes can see
the signal and competemore'equitably in track running events,
cross country, and swimming. (14)

Allow direct phys ical contact by holding -.hands, touching elbows,

using a rope orstrap, or by endorsing.other4means so blind distance/
cross country runners can take part in track/cross country /marathon
'races.

Allow individuals with pfosthetic devices to play soccer and
.wrestle so long as these devices do not create any more potential
hSrm for OpObnents or self than the indiv4aualeiThatural.liMbs.

Permit-a football team consisting entirely of deaf and hearing. impaired
players to,have offensive signals ke ed with a base drum from the
sidelines.

)

Do'not permit a single-arm amputee swibming butterfly stroke -to

.gain an unfair advantage over opponents'withouChandicapping conditions
by rotating the head and body so, that execution is more like a free-
style.than a butterfly stroke; such an unfair advantage is.not intended

by law. This individual is not prohibited from participating since
he/she can compete in freestyle events.

Do not deny mentally retarded students opportunities to gain eligibility in
interscholastic sprots because of academic scholarship rules requiring
successful completion of a specific number of units, Carnegie units, or
other approaches that are nft..t consistent with these students' individualized
education programs or structures of special education programs themselves.

414
An experiment is currently being conducted in Illinois to "determine

feasibility and effectiveness, 'of a light synchronized with starter's gun to

permit deaf and hard of hearing runners more equitible and faire starts in

track events.

1v
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Scholarships

indiyjdual may not be denied an athletic scholarship. on the basis of a

Nandi apping condition. It would nOt be discriminatory if an individual was denied

an athletic scholarship on the basis of comparative-athletic ability.

A student with a neurological disorder may be denied a varsity
football scholarship on the basis of inability to playfootball.

.1,

A deaf person could not on the basis of this condition, be denied
a.scholarshiP for a school's' diving team. The individual could,

however, be denied such a scholarship on the basis of comparative
diving ability.

.
b

A-college or university with recognized representative wheelchair
teams in track and fieAd and/or basketball does not have to provide '

lcscholarships,for these specific sports even tho gh grants-in-aid are'
provided athletes competing on regular track and field or basketball

teams. Section 504 does not require that scholarships be given for
any given sport-- this is a deciSion reserved for the college or

university. However,.a...college or university cannot deny scholarships

to athletes with handicapping conditions purely on the basis of such

conditions when athletic scholarships are provided for a sport. Decisions

not to award sholarships must be based on comparative athleti6 ability

in the scholarship spordt: .

Other .Factors

No qualified/students with haldicapping conditions shall on the basjs of sudh-

conditions be excluded from participating in, dented benefits of, or Otherwise .

suboj.scte to'discriminalion because of insurance,' finances, transportation,

equipment, supplie6', or suppOrtive personnel..

Finances. Interscholastic/intercollegiate teams consisting of students'

with handicapping conditions are to receive,equivalent'equipment,
supplies, travel expenses, and officials, as interscholastic/inter-
collegiate teams for students without handicapping conditions. Finances

,needed .for wheelchair basketball teams may exceed those of basketball
teams consisting of players without handicapping conditions; however,

opportunities for equally effective participation,- benefits,-and
outcomes must be provided.

Transportation., It a student or students have been identified as
needing an interscholastic/intercollegiate program which a recipient

of federal funds cannot provide,, the recipient is'responsible for
providing appropriate transportation so that this' identified, need has

an equally effective opportunity to be met. For example, if late

busses are provideA to take students home after intramural, inter-
scholastic or other extracurriCUlar activities, late busses must also
be provided for students with .handicapping con4ditions who require

special transportation. To do otherwise is dikriminatory and prevents
these students from opportunities for equally effective participation.
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4. .

Financial Aid. Section' 504 prohibits discrimination in administering
financial assistance, and stXpulates that recipients of federal funds
may not,proyide less assistance to or limit eligibility of qualified
individuals with handicapping' conditions for such assistance, whether
this, assistance comes directly from recipient or from another entity

through the, recipient's sponsorship.' Awards that are made under wills,
trUdts,,- or similar legal instruments in a discriminatory manner are
permissible, but only if overall effects'of the recipient's provisions
of financial assistance arnot discriminatory on the basis of handi-
capping conditions:

,Local education agency responsibilities. In cases where individual
schools do not have enough players ko form teams, local education agencies
must make su.ie that students with handicapping conditions are afforded
opportunities in extracurricular activities,comparable to those offered

4 Individuals without handicapping conditions, including interscholastic
and intramural sports.

If a group of students in an individual school desires to play
yiterscholastic wheelchair basketball, and an individual school
does not havqi,a sufficient number of players, it may combine players
with those from other schools within the local education agency to
form such a team.

Concluding Statement

1

After reading this position paper, it must be immediately clear that Section
504, has tremendoug implications for physical education instructional, personnel
preparation, intramural, and intersCholastic/inte?collegiate sport programs. It

is also evident that many changes must be made in most programs to be in full
compliance with Section X04 and-to offer services which individuals with handi-

capping conditions deserve. Much hasbeen done and is being done throughout the
United States in regard to proKami in these areas, but much remains to be done.
That which needs to be done will not be ,completed in-a week, a month, or a year.
As progress is made, success will be satisfying. As attempts are made to implement
the law fully,ftustrations will be quite evident. However, discrimination, be it
intentional or unconscious, regarding programs involving individuals with handicapping
conditions must, and will end. ,

Early in the process of change, -Section 504 and-its implications must be
understood. Once the law is.understood, all programs must be evaluated and
transition plans established fol.' full compliance. Eventually, every 'program

in the Uni(ad:States should be'in full compliance And provide individuals with
handicapping conditions those opportunities which they deserve An a free and just

,Society.

6

4
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Epiologue

. °

'Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 is the first civil rights law
guaranteeing equal opportunities for more than thrity -five million disabled

Americans. In language almost identical'to Title VI,of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 prohibiting discrimination on the bafis of race, color, creed, or national
Origin, and Title .1)( of the Education Amendments of 1972 banning discrimination

on the basis of sex, Congress mandated--

No otherwise qualified handicapped individual in the United States...
shall, solely by reason of his handicap be excluded from participation
in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under
any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.

Rules And regulations signed by Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Secretary Joseph Califano on April 28, 1977, covtr every:public and private, state,
county, and local business and education establishment that receives funds directly
or through the state from the Departnient of 'Health, EducatiOn and Welfare. Some

affected programs relevant to physical edUcation, recreation, and sports programs
include school districts, mental health /mental retardation units, colleges and
universities, intramural and interscholastic sport and neighborhood recreation

'programs.

Department of Health, .Education, and Welfare's rides and regulations create
rights and esta9lsih new procedures for hastening enforcement' of existing rights
in physical education instructional, personnel preparation, intramural and inter-
scholastic/intercollegiate sport programs. Diredt responsibility is placed on

personnel who-deliver such services. Individuals with handicapping conditions
must be included in these programs in such manners thatAhey can fully participate

in and share in,benefits of activities sagorted by the federal government.

Secretary Califano described the great impact of the HEW regulations when he
4

signed them: ) '

The Section 504 regulattPns attack the discrimination, thedemeaning
practices and 'the injustices that have applicted the nation's'handicapped

citizens. It reflects the recognition of Congress that most handicapped
persons can live proud and productive lives,'despite their disabilities.
It will usher in a new era of equality for handicapped individuals in which
unfair barriers to self suffiCiih-Cy and decent treatment willittgin to

fall before the force of law. . .

In Sect on 504,. the Congress enacted a charter of equalityt6 help end

the shame 1 national neglect of handicapped indiViduals and to translate

many of- heir legitimate needsinto legal rights. Section 504 and rules

and regu tions not only make it illegal to exclude indivi uals with handl-

capping co ditions tiom any federally assisted program, but also requirethat
individuals with handicapping conditions be,given equal o ortunities to

participate in these programs in the most integrated'settings possible..

Services and benefits,offered individuals with handicapping conditions must be

as meaningful and effective as those provided to everyone else.

. "
20 -.
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Turning rights guaranteed by Section 504 and HEW rules aad regulations into ,

lealities for every disabled individual..is notqimple. This position paper is
intended to help make these rights real by explaining in detail to individuals with
handicapping conditions their rights under Section 504 relevant to physical education
instructional, profes'sional preparation, ad intramural and intetscholastic/
intercollegiate sport programs so they can requesttheir entitled services. This

position paper is also designed to inform service providers -of their program
responsibilities so that planning and implementation of service can, be .conducted

in conformance with the law.

This position paper is a product.of the May 22-23, 1978, Brockport Invitational
Task Force Position Statement on Implications of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation

Act of 1973 as Related to Physical Education Instructional, Personnel Preparation,

Intramural, and Interscholasxic/Intercollegiiie Sort Programs. Members

of the writing staff are ready and willing to help all in implementing
1

Section 504 and HEW rules and regulations in specific areas covered in
this position-paper.. You are invited to join theM in securing rights

for every individual with a handicapping condition in the.'areas of
physical education instructional, personnel preparation, intramural,

and intersgholastiaintercollegiate,sport programs. Youare invited to

assess compliance with Section 504, to establish objectives and procedures

to be in full Compliance,,and to operationalize non-discrimination

as soon-as possible. w4

I
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